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Hardy Boys 41: The Clue of the
Screeching Owl Franklin W. Dixon
1962-01-01 When dogs and men suddenly
disappear, and strange screams fill
the night, fantastic stories of
vengeful ghosts are almost
believable. It is these strange
happenings which bring Frank and Joe
Hardy to the Pocono Mountains to help
their father’s friend solve the
mystery of Black Hollow. But when the
Hardy boys and Chet Morton arrive at
Captain Thomas Maguire’s cabin on the
edge of the hollow, he has
disappeared. Frank and Joe are
determined to find the captain,
despite Chet’s misgivings after a
night of weird and terrifying
screams. Strangely, it is a small
puppy that discloses a most unusual
and surprising set of circumstances,
involving a mute boy, an elusive
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hermit, and a fearless puma trainer.
De broeder Dean R. Koontz 2009-10-31
Om te ontsnappen aan de herinneringen
aan zijn verloren geliefde heeft Odd
zich teruggetrokken in een afgelegen
bergklooster. IJzige decemberwinden
en diepe sneeuw isoleren de abdij, en
toch is het er niet pluis. Odd sluit
vriendschap met de witte hond Boo.
Hij kan een kameraad gebruiken, want
het hele complex krioelt van de
bodachs; onheilspellende voorboden
van extreem geweld, die alleen
zichtbaar zijn voor iemand met
bijzondere gaven. Odd blijft een
magneet voor moeilijkheden, zelfs te
midden van excentrieke monniken in
een onherbergzame schuilplaats. Want
hier loert een vijand die erger is
dan ooit tevoren. Dean Koontz is een
van de populairste schrijvers ter
wereld. Omdat hij schrijft over
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memorabele personages. Omdat hij
angstaanjagende spanning combineert
met spiritualiteit en humor. Omdat
hij zich niet stoort aan
genregrenzen. De verbazingwekkende
Odd Thomas-serie vertoont al deze
kenmerken en meer.
Hardy Boys 10: What Happened at
Midnight Franklin W. Dixon 1931-05-01
Frank and Joe race against time to
retrieve a scientist’s top-secret
invention before thieves get their
hands on it. But the young detectives
soon discover that they are involved
in a mystery far greater in scope
than just safeguarding the invention.
When Joe is kidnapped, this incident
starts Frank of on a chase that could
end disastrously for him and his
pals.
Hardy Boys 34: The Hooded Hawk
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1955-01-01
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The young detectives receive a
trained peregrine falcon as a gift
that involves them in an exciting
mystery. Imagine their astonishment
when the swift-flying falcon brings
down a homing pigeon carrying two
precious rubies! Startling events
that ensue indicate the gems are a
ransom that has been paid for the
release of a kidnapped student from
India, who had come to the United
States to complete his education. But
Tava, the son of a wealthy
industrialist, is still being held
captive. Hoping to find a clue to
Tava’s whereabouts, the Hardys try to
track down the owner of the rubybearing pigeon. Their every move,
however, is thwarted by the dangerous
criminals not only involved in the
kidnapping, but also in the largescale smuggling of aliens from India
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to the United States. How Frank and
Joe eventually outwit their
adversaries climaxes this thrillpacked mystery adventure.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third
Series Library of Congress. Copyright
Office 1975
Hardy Boys 56: The Jungle Pyramid
Franklin W. Dixon 1976-10-01 A
million dollars’ worth of gold
bullion has been stolen from the
Wakefield Mint under strange
circumstances. Mr. hardy is asked to
investigate but before long his life
is threatened, and he asks Frank and
Joe to help him. The boys fly to
Zurich, Switzerland, hoping to get
information at the Swiss Gold
Syndicate and to find the man who has
stolen a valuable ancient gold
figurine from a New York museum.
Their search on both counts seems
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futile as they return to the United
States where they uncover clues that
lead them to an adventure in the
Yucatán jungle. But the Hardy’s
travels lead to nothing but new
doubts and nagging suspicions. And
now their lives are in danger.
Hardy Boys 53: The Clue of the
Hissing Serpent Franklin W. Dixon
1974-01-01 Why is a wealthy sportsman
so frightened by the serpent design
on a mysterious balloon that he begs
Frank and Joe Hardy to protect him?
And who stole the ancient life-size
chess king which is to be presented
to the winner of the world chess
championship? Targets of diabolical
enemies, Frank and Joe find a clue
that leads them across the Pacific to
Hong Kong to help the police smash an
international criminal organization.
Hardy Boys 29: The Secret of the Lost
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Tunnel Franklin W. Dixon 1950-01-01
Difficult assignments are nothing new
to the Hardy boys and this one that
takes them to the Deep South is
particularly challenging. Their
mission: to vindicate a long-dead
Confederate general, disgraced during
the Civil War because he was accused
of stealing hidden gold belonging to
a bank. Skillfully avoiding booby
traps and flying bullets, the boys
persevere in their perilous quest.
The arduous search is full of
surprises that will thrill all fans
of the Hardy boys.
Hardy Boys 23: The Melted Coins
Franklin W. Dixon 1944-02-01 Frank
and Joe Hardy suspect that their best
friend Chet Morton is the victim of a
summer school swindle and offer to
help get his money back. While
probing a baffling burglary at the
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Seneca Indian Reservation in New York
State they investigate Zoar College
located nearby. A startling
connection between the Zoar College
swindle and the theft of the Seneca’s
gold tribal relic Spoon Mouth propels
the teenage sleuths into a series of
perplexing and dangerous situations.
Hardy Boys 40: Mystery of the Desert
Giant Franklin W. Dixon 1960-12-01 In
a search for the missing Willard
Grafton, Frank Hardy and younger
brother Joe, encounter a gang of
criminals intent on defrauding the US
government, and are lead across
California and even into Mexico.
Burned Franklin W. Dixon 2005-10-01
When Frank and Joe Hardy must track
down the mastermind behind an illegal
international CD burning operation
that employs teenagers, they begin
with Julian Sanders, their classmate.
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Hardy Boys 38: Mystery at Devil's Paw
Franklin W. Dixon 1959-01-01 When
Frank and Joe Hardy receive a
telegram from Tony Prito in Alaska
telling them that his life is in
jeopardy, they immediately make plans
to fly to Tony’s rescue. Unknown
enemies dog the Hardys and their pal
Chet Morton even before they start
the 4,000 mile journey. Puzzling
questions lead the Hardys into
dangerous sleuthing in the wilderness
of Alaska and British Columbia. The
astounding secret that the young
detectives uncover, in the shadow of
the forbidding mountain peak Devil’s
Paw, winds up one of the most
perilous adventures they have ever
encountered.
Operation: Survival Franklin W. Dixon
2010-05-11 ATAC BRIEFING FOR AGENTS
FRANK AND JOE HARDY MISSION:
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Determine the cause of recent
injuries and deaths at a camp for
troubled teens. LOCATION: The
wilderness surrounding Moosehead Lake
in Maine. POTENTIAL VICTIMS: More
boys in the program. Counselors.
SUSPECTS: We have reason to suspect
that the founder of the camp, Linc
Saunders, is behind this.
Hardy Boys 11: While the Clock Ticked
Franklin W. Dixon 1932-01-01 A banker
who has been receiving threatening
notes enlists the help of the Hardy
boys. Before long, the young sleuths
find themselves entangled in the
investigation of a notorious band of
thieves.
Hardy Boys 49: The Bombay Boomerang
Franklin W. Dixon 1970-01-01 Frank
and Joe Hardy become involved in a
case affecting national security when
Joe dials a wrong telephone number
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and gets the Pentagon. Two words—
“Bombay Boomerang”— that the boys
hear before the line goes dead plunge
them into a whirlpool of danger and
intrigue. At the same time, Frank and
Joe must save their father from a
murderous gang stealing mercury
shipments in the Baltimore harbor.
With clues linking the mercury thefts
to the top secret Super S missile
mysteriously stolen from a government
arsenal. In a race against time, the
three Hardys foil a diabolical scheme
to create widespread havoc in the
United States.
Hardy Boys 14: The Hidden Harbor
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1935-06-01
The boys once again have jumped into
the thick of a complicated mystery.
Samuel Blacksone and his brother Ruel
Rand live on adjacent properties, and
it appears that one of them is out to
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hurt the other because they are both
attacked. Frank and Joe soon learn
that treasure is rumored to be hidden
between the two properties, and as
they investigate, they learn that
others are involved in the apparent
plot between the two brothers. Spooky
mansions, secret passages and rooms,
mysterious characters, and a monster
provide an enjoyable atmosphere to
this Hardy Boys mystery.
Hardy Boys 33: The Yellow Feather
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1954-01-01
The famous young detectives Frank and
Joe Hardy are caught up in a
dangerous web of intrigue when they
agree to help Greg Woodson search for
his grandfather’s missing will. When
Henry Kurt, the temporary headmaster
of Woodson Academy, insists that he
is to inherit the property from
Greg’s grandfather, the case becomes
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even trickier. Frank and Joe must
risk their lives several times before
they solve the mystery of Yellow
Feather and trap a sinister criminal
who will stop at nothing--even
murder--to satisfy his greed for
money.
Hardy Boys 22: The Flickering Torch
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1943-01-01
Two unexplainable plane crashes near
an airport on the East Coast plunge
Frank and Joe Hardy into a bizarre
case. From the moment Frank and Joe
find a radioactive engine in an
airplane junkyard, unexpected dangers
strike like lightning. Despite the
repeated attempts on their lives, the
teenage detectives pursue their
investigation, discovering two vital
clues and others that provide the
solution to one of the most baffling
mysteries the boys and Mr. Hardy have
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ever encountered.
Hardy Boys 25: The Secret Panel
Franklin W. Dixon 1946-01-01 Another
exciting mystery begins for Frank and
Joe when they help a stranger who has
had an accident with his car. The man
introduces himself as John Mead,
owner of a nearby estate. But when
the Hardy boys find an odd-looking
house key and try to return it, they
realize that John Mead died five
years ago! They are even more amazed
when they find that the intricately
carved doors in the deserted mansion
have no visible knobs or keylocks.
What happens when Frank and Joe
discover that there is a link between
their father’s case of thieves and
the mysterious Mead mansion will keep
the reader on edge with thrills and
suspense.
Blown Away Franklin W. Dixon 2006
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When a bomb threat is called in
during two high-profile events, Frank
and Joe Hardy have eight hours to
find the bomb and track down the
culprits.
Hardy Boys 32: The Crisscross Shadow
Franklin W. Dixon 1953-01-01 When a
man selling leather goods door-todoor steals the key to their
detective father’s file cabinet,
Frank and Joe Hardy set out to track
him down. An odd mark on a key case
which the man sold to their mother
leads the teenage sleuths to an
Indian village, whose chiefs begs
them to help him find valuable tribal
possessions and the deed for his
land. How Frank and Joe find the
missing deed and Ramapan treasures,
how they prevent the phony leathergoods salesman from carrying out a
ruthless scheme and how they help
what-happened-at-midnight-hardy-boys-10-franklin-w-dixon

their father solve the top-secret
case he is working on for the U.S.
government makes exciting reading for
all fans of the Hardy boys.
Hardy Boys 20: Mystery of the Flying
Express Franklin W. Dixon 1941-01-01
A sleek new hydrofoil is scheduled to
start ferrying passengers between
Bayport and Cape Cutlass. But
business enemies of the hydrofoil
owner have stirred up a hornets’ nest
of violent opposition among small
boat owners. Fearing sabotage, he
begs Frank and Joe Hardy to guard the
Flying Express on her maiden trip.
Startling developments plunge the
teenage detectives into a dangerous
chase by sea, air, and land in
pursuit of a gang of hardened
criminals who operate by the signs of
the Zodiac. Tension mounts when the
Flying Express vanishes – and so does
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Sam Radley, Mr. Hardy’s skilled
operative. Peril stalks Frank and
Joe’s every moves as they hunt down
the terrifying gangleader Zodiac Zig
and his vicious henchmen.
Hardy Boys 39: The Mystery of the
Chinese Junk Franklin W. Dixon
1959-12-01 The Hardys purchase a
Chinese junk to use as a ferry
service, in order to make some money
over the summer. It soon becomes
apparent that others are very
interested in the ship.
Trouble in Paradise Franklin W. Dixon
2012-05-08 A mission for ATAC has
Frank and Joe Hardy traveling the
world. The teenage son of a prominent
mid-eastern diplomat has gone missing
on the Caribbean island of St. John,
and the boys take off to find him.
Turns out he's been kidnapped by a
group involved in a scheme to rob a
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sunken Spanish galleon of its
treasures and sell them on the black
market. Frank and Joe search high and
low--fighting thugs and sharks--for
clues. When the Hardys finally find
their quarry, there's another problem
--he turns out to be the mastermind
of the ring, not its victim!
The Insider's Guide to Old Books,
Magazines, Newspapers, Trade Catalogs
Ronald S. Barlow 1995
Hardy Boys 42: The Viking Symbol
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1962-12-01
The Canadian Northwest beckons Frank
and Joe Hardy to mystery and
adventure. It all starts when a
French-Canadian trapper, Caribou
Caron, makes a historical and
valuable find–-a carved rune stone
left by Vikings centuries ago near
Great Slave Lake. When Caribou Caron
attempts to sell the artifact to a
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representative of a museum, it is
snatched by thieves. Like the
intrepid Vikings of old, Frank and
Joe, with their close pal Chet
Morton, set off on a perilous quest
in the Northwest Territories to
recover the valuable artifact before
the robbers can decipher the symbols
leading to the buried treasure.
What Happened at Midnight Franklin W.
Dixon 1975
Hardy Boys 55: The Witchmaster's Key
Franklin W. Dixon 1975-12-01 There is
not time for explanations when Mr.
hardy telephones Frank and Joe form
the West Coast and sends them flying
off to England to help his old friend
Professor Rowbotham. Their stay in
East Anglia begins with a weird omen,
as they witness the bizarre funeral
of an old witchmaster. From then on,
strange things happen. When the
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Hardys learn about the strange
disappearance of Lord Craighead, the
plot deepens. Danger follows them to
Ireland as Frank and Joe survive a
shipwreck and find a clue from a
frightened white which that leads to
the torture chamber of a black
witches’ coven, all in search of the
telltale Witchmaster’s Key.
Hardy Boys 09: The Great Airport
Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1930-05-01
Valuable electronic parts containing
platinum are being stolen from
shipments made by Stanwide Mining
Equipment’s cargo planes, and Frank
and Joe are called upon to assist
their world-renowned detective father
solve the baffling case. While posing
as Stanwide employees, the boys look
into the truth behind the chief
pilot’s death at sea. The puzzling
trail of clues leads the young
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sleuths to an uninhabited Caribbean
island, but the final, and most
startling, discovery is made in the
boys’ home town of Bayport.
Zeven minuten na middernacht Patrick
Ness 2013-10-10 Het monster verscheen
net na middernacht. Maar het is niet
het monster dat Conor verwachtte, het
monster uit de nachtmerrie die hij
bijna elke nacht heeft gehad sinds
zijn moeder ziek werd. Die met de
duisternis, de wind en het
geschreeuw. Het monster uit zijn
achtertuin is anders. Oud. Wild. En
hij wil het meest gevaarlijke van
alles van Conor, hij wil de waarheid.
Hardy Boys 08: The Mystery of Cabin
Island Franklin W. Dixon 1929-09-01
With two mysteries to solve, Frank
and Joe must climb aboard their
iceboat the Sea Gull to reach Cabin
Island, where a belligerent stranger
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orders them off. Sabotage to the
boat, danger to themselves, and a
ghostly prowler do not daunt the
Hardy boys in their search for Johnny
Jefferson and for clues to stolen
antique medals. How the teenage
investigators outwit a ruthless foe
and succeed in solving both mysteries
makes for mounting suspense in this
brisk-paced adventure.
Nancy Drew 29: Mystery at the Ski
Jump Carolyn Keene 1952-01-01 When
Nancy learns that the Drews’
housekeeper has been duped by an
elegantly dressed woman into buying a
stolen fur piece, the young detective
starts a search for the clever
swindler. To Nancy’s astonishment,
she discovers that the woman is using
the name Nancy Drew. The dishonest
acts of the impostor point the finger
of suspicion at Nancy herself and
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result in her being questioned by the
police. Join Nancy in this thrilling
mystery as she solves the mystery and
clears her name.
Hardy Boys 47: Mystery of the Whale
Tattoo Franklin W. Dixon 1967-12-01
One exciting event follows another
when Frank and Joe Hardy are hired to
apprehend the pickpockets who have
been plaguing Solo’s Super Carnival.
When their friends Tony Prito and
Biff Hooper exhibit a stuffed whale
dug up at a construction project,
they all but put the carnival out of
business. In this thrilling mystery
the young detectives pit their wits
against a gang of thieves whose
bizarre identification, a three-part
whale tattoo, proves to be a nearly
insolvable riddle.
Hardy Boys 45: The Mystery of the
Spiral Bridge Franklin W. Dixon
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1965-12-01 Frank and Joe Hardy are
determined to bring to justice the
vicious criminals who kidnapped their
detective father while he was
investigation sabotage of a roadbuilding project in the Kentucky
wilderness. After Mr. Hardy’s escape,
the two young sleuths are spurred
into action when he mumbles the word
“Felix” and they discover a dossier
of a notorious ex-convict was stolen
from his files. The trail leads them
to New York City but ends abruptly in
a cemetery! With the new clue of a
spiral symbol the boys head to
Kentucky as part of a highway
construction crew to track down the
kidnappers and saboteurs.
Hardy Boys 10: What Happened At
Midnight Franklin W. Dixon 1931-05
When Frank and Joe try to get hold of
a top secret invention, they are put
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on the trail of jewel thieves and
smugglers. Joe is kidnapped and Frank
starts off on the chase.
Hazed Franklin W. Dixon 2011-09-20
ATAC BRIEFING FOR AGENTS FRANK AND
JOE HARDY MISSION: Investigate
possible hazing at Eagle River
Academy, and find the truth behind a
student's death. LOCATION: A town
near Bayport. POTENTIAL VICTIMS: All
new students, including Frank and
Joe. SUSPECTS: Seniors. Dorm monitor
Mr. Diehl. The girlfriend of the dead
student. THIS MISSION REQUIRES YOUR
IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. THIS MESSAGE
WILL BE ERASED IN FIVE SECONDS.
Hardy Boys 17: The Secret Warning
Franklin W. Dixon 1938-06-01 Strange
events involve Frank and Joe Hardy in
a mystery which shrouds an ancient
treasure—the golden head of the
Pharaoh Rhamaton IV. The owner of the
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million-dollar golden Pharaoh’s head
claims it was aboard the freighter
Katawa, which sank not far from
Whalebone Island. But suspicious
developments indicate that Mehmet
Zufar may be trying to defraud the
shipping line’s insurance company.
Frank and Joe enthusiastically accept
the challenge of their famous
detective father to assist him in
investigating the complex case for
Transmarine Underwriters.
Hardy Boys 13: The Mark on the Door
Franklin W. Dixon 1934-06-01 In their
motorboat the Sleuth Frank and Joe
Hardy search Barmet Bay for a
dangerous stranger who has stolen a
valuable boat. Suddenly, in the eerie
fog, they spot the craft drifting
aimlessly out to sea. What happens
next starts the young detectives and
their pal Chet Morton on an
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intriguing adventure that takes them
to Mexico and into the comparatively
unexplored desert and mountain
regions of Baja California.
Death and Diamonds Franklin W. Dixon
2007-04-10 Frank and Joe Hardy must
attend a jewelry show and auction to
prevent the possible theft of
diamonds worth millions of dollars.
Hardy Boys 43: The Mystery of the
Aztec Warrior Franklin W. Dixon
1964-02-01 The handwritten will of a
deceased world-traveler is strange
and mysterious. Its cryptic
instructions are to deliver “the
valuable Aztec warrior to the
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rightful owner, a descendant of an
Aztec warrior.” Frank and Joe Hardy
have only one slim clue to work with:
the name of a complete stranger who
can help. Despite the harassments,
the threats, and the attacks made
upon them, Frank and Joe unravel clue
after clue in their adventure-packed
search for the living descendant of
the mighty Aztec nation which once
ruled in Mexico. It takes as much
high courage as clever deduction for
the young detectives to defeat their
ruthless foes and to decipher the
fascinating secrets of the strange
and mysterious will.
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